Abstract-We propose a hybrid personalized summarization framework that combines adaptive fast-forwarding and content truncation to generate comfortable and compact video summaries. We formulate video summarization as a discrete optimization problem, where the optimal summary is determined by adopting Lagrangian relaxation and convex-hull approximation to solve a resource allocation problem. To trade-off playback speed and perceptual comfort we consider information associated to the still content of the scene, which is essential to evaluate the relevance of a video, and information associated to the scene activity, which is more relevant for visual comfort. We perform clip-level fast-forwarding by selecting the playback speeds from discrete options, which naturally include content truncation as special case with infinite playback speed. We demonstrate the proposed summarization framework in two use cases, namely summarization of broadcasted soccer videos and surveillance videos. Objective and subjective experiments are performed to demonstrate the relevance and efficiency of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO summarization techniques are relevant for various applications, such as TV program/movie production, surveillance and e-learning [1] and may address different purposes, including fast browsing [2] , information retrieval [3] , [4] , behavior analysis [5] and entertainment [6] . In order to generate from the source video(s) a well-organized and concise version that best satisfies the interest of a user, the most important requirement of summarization is comprehensibility. Other important criteria to judge summarization quality are personalization, visual comfort and the quality of story-telling. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Vasileios Mezaris.
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Personalization is essential for satisfying various user tasks and narrative preferences. Visual comfort increases when the flickering caused by abrupt scene transitions is reduced. The quality of story-telling depends on the integrity of the story with the inclusion of the most significant moments and the continuity of the summaries. We encapsulate these requirements into three properties: completeness (evaluating the amount of clearly presented events of interest in the summary), comfort (which decreases in the presence of flickering and abrupt story transitions) and effectiveness of time allocation (the relevance of the playback time assignment). Video browsing can be seen as an information communication process between the video producer and the audience. Two kinds of information need to be considered for producing semantically relevant and enjoyable summaries, namely information associated to the still content of the scene and information associated to the scene activity. Information associated to the still content of the scene helps evaluating the importance of frames for producing semantically relevant summaries. Information associated to the scene activity is associated to the visual stimulus offered to the audience. An audience will get bored with a video with few stimuli (e.g., a long surveillance video without events), and will be overstressed with a video with an amount of stimuli beyond his visual comfort limits. This information is thus important in determining the attraction and enjoyment of summaries.
Conventional content-truncation-based methods, such as presenting a sequence of key frames or a sequence of moving images (video skimming), mainly maximize the transferred information associated to the still content during a constrained browsing period (e.g., using fast-browsing of highlights [10] , [30] ). However, information extracted from still contents cannot model complex story-telling with strong dependency in its contents when the summary is presented as a video. As for visual comfort, an attractive and entertaining video content cannot be produced by simply collecting the most significant key frames. The amount of stimuli during continuous browsing of naive key frames would be too large due to significant frame differences [30] . Video skimming provides more visually comfortable results by reducing the amount of stimuli at the cost of sacrificing the information associated to less relevant events.
Conventional fast-forwarding-based methods mainly sub-sample frames based on information associated to scene activity, defined via optical flow [22] or the histogram of pixel differences [23] . By only evaluating changes in the scene, it is difficult to assure the semantic relevance of the summary.
The application of pure fast-forwarding-based methods is also constrained by the fact the highest tolerable playback speed is bounded [31] . According to the observations in visual perception, attentional processes (defined by target selectivity, e.g., identifying a suspicious person in surveillance) usually have even lower limits than non-attentional processes (without target selectivity) [32] . Under the request of a highly compact summarization, less relevant contents will need to be presented with too high playback speeds thus producing annoying visual artifacts, such as flickering [22] , [23] .
To overcome these limitations, we propose an approach that truncates contents with intolerable playback speeds and saves time resources for better rendering the remaining contents. We design a hybrid summarization method combining content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding to provide continuous and complete summaries with improved visual comfort. Moreover, we provide a new perspective in understanding the motivations behind truncation-based and fast-forwarding-based summarization techniques. We select playback speeds from a set of discrete options, and introduce a hierarchical summarization framework to find the optimal allocation of time resources into the summary, which performs nonlinear computation of overall information in the summary and enables various story-telling patterns for flexible personalized video summarization. Other contributions include subjective observations on suitable playback speeds and a method for hot-spot detection by automatic extraction of group interactions from surveillance videos.
The paper is organized as follows. After a brief review of previous video summarization methods in Section II, in Section III we discuss a criterion that trades-off fast-forwarding and visual comfort. In Section IV we introduce the proposed summarization framework, along with the optimization techniques for global story organization. Section V discusses the application of the summarization framework to two use cases. Finally, we present experimental results in Section VI whereas Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
We classify video summarization methods in three categories, based on their content presentation techniques: reorganization of story-telling, video condensation and adaptive fast-forwarding.
Reorganization of Story-Telling: Truncates less relevant content or changes its temporal order. Most methods based on keyframe extraction and video skimming belong to this category [7] , [10] . Early techniques extract a short video sequence of a desired length to maximize the included information, which results in minimizing the loss due to the skipped frames and/or segments. These methods generally differ in the definition of the similarity between the summary and the original video, and in the techniques used to maximize this similarity. They include methods to cluster similar frames/shots into key frames [2] , [30] , and methods for constrained optimization of objective functions [10] , [11] . Other methods measure precision and recall rates of different events in soccer based on cinematic rules [21] or sound analysis [33] . Fast-forwarding methods that perform conventional key-frame extraction by minimizing the reconstruction error also belong to this category [25] . Since they attempt to preserve the initial content as much as possible, these methods are well suited to support efficient browsing. The motivation of end-users in viewing summaries is not limited to fast browsing of all clips in the whole video content. A summary can also be organized to provide information to special users, such as helping the coach to analyze the behavior of players from their trajectories [5] . Summarization is also used for organizing music soccer sport videos, based on the synchronization between video and music content [6] . Continuity of clips is important for story-telling [16] . Story organization is also considered via a graph model for managing semantic relations among concept entities [17] . For broadcasted soccer videos, personalized story-telling can be organized by assigning event significance [34] and extracting specified view types [35] . Summarization framework exists for enhanced personalization of story-telling to satisfy both narrative (including continuity, redundancy and prohibited story organization) and semantic audience preferences (i.e. favorite events/objects) [36] , [37] . Personalized summarization is also implemented as a "query" function to extract objects/events preferred by the user, via textual descriptors and, optionally, with interaction [3] , [4] .
Video Condensation: Considers the efficient rendering of object activities in summaries by embedding sequences of video objects into the seams of the video. A ribbon-carving-based method considers just the moving objects (rather than a whole frame) as the smallest processing unit [27] . Moving objects are first isolated from the videos and put into an object database. According to the requirements of the users, interesting objects are picked up from the database [28] or created on-line [29] , and their activities are rendered in a synopsis video. However, video condensation fails to preserve the temporal order and relationship of multi-object activities.
Adaptive Fast-Forwarding: Condenses the video by adjusting the playback speeds. An intuitive consideration in adaptive fast-forwarding is to equalize the motion complexity in terms of optical flow in the summaries [22] . A fast-forwarding method based on the normalized intensity of motion vectors was also considered along with user specified target playback speeds [24] . However, motion vectors are not always consistent with scene complexity because of different zoom factors and because of the noise generated in the motion estimation phase. Summarization can also be interpreted as a query process, where the playback speed is adjusted according to the similarity between the frame and the target content [26] . Adaptive fast-forwarding can be considered from the perspective of information theory, with the goal of equalizing the scene complexity, represented by the statistical distance (alpha-divergence) between the frame difference and the learnt noise model [23] . Various visualization techniques for fast-forwarded summaries can be used [38] . Pure fast-forwarding is not suitable for highly compact summarization (e.g., a 10-minute summary of a 24-hour surveillance video), due to the maximum tolerable playback speed upper-bounded by the limitations of both visual perception and memory [31] . In this section, we discuss video summarization and derive the corresponding mathematical criterion that enables us to balance playback speed and visual comfort.
Let a source video be a sequence of frames evenly sampled, . represents the image data in the th frame. Given as the user-specified constraint on the summary length, we formulate the summarization process as finding a sequence subject to . is the adjusted temporal distance (i.e. the inverse of playback speed) between the th and th frames, and is normalized by the unit sample interval in the source video.
stands for infinite playback speed, which is equivalent to content truncation.
Conventional content truncation only allows to take from {0,1}, and searches for a subset of frames that maximizes the overall information (1) where is the information associated to the still content in the th frame.
Adaptive fast-forwarding allows real values of from [0 1]. Let be the information associated to scene activity in the th frame of the source video. Adaptive fast-forwarding finds that makes the adjusted information proportional to the pre-specified target strength with the highest comfort [22] , [23] : (2) This maximizes the visual comfort during video browsing in terms of , and is computationally equivalent to (3) where 1/2 assures linear proportionality in (2) .
The criterion in (1) only considers the information associated to still content and fails to handle the redundancy in duplicated content and does not consider visual comfort. The criterion in (3) considers the information associated to scene activity, which is not always consistent with the semantic relevance of the summary. Hence, it is necessary to include both types of information to produce semantically relevant and comfortable summaries. We therefore propose the following unified criterion (4) Note that both (1) and (3) are abbreviated special cases of the above criterion.
Without loss of generality, let to simplify the discussion. For simplicity of notation, let . In Fig. 1(a) , we show the behavior of the above criterion under , and various , in an example case of frames with different information values , , . a) a balanced distribution of playback time is achievable under . The rectangle plane is for with the color being the benefit value; b) the distribution can be controlled by tuning and . Each dot in the curve plane is one optimal solution of playback time , with the color being its corresponding .
to investigate the distribution of . For , it reaches infinity when approaches 0, which takes place when contents are truncated, and becomes constant at , which makes the summarization problem irrelevant. A longer will be assigned to frames with higher information when . When , it forms a convex function. In this case, it will simply assign to frames in the descending order of , until the time constraint is reached, which in fact implements the conventional key-frame extraction (e.g., (1)). Only when , it forms a concave optimization function, and distributes the playing time well into frames.
We rewrite (4) into an unconstrained form with a Lagrange multiplier (5) By partially differentiating it w.r.t. each and setting it to zero, we derive the optimal solution of under as (6) Using the above example, we plot the relationship between and its optimal distribution of under different values in Fig. 1(b) . When (e.g., (3)), the optimal will be linearly proportional to , as shown by the three projections on XY, YZ, XZ planes. When , the criterion favors assigning higher to frames with a higher . The higher , the closer the vertical axis . When , the criterion provides more even distribution in all frames. The smaller , the closer the line ( Fig. 1(b) ). There are two possible choices to specify in (4) without the need to explicitly know its exact value: 1) Let , which implicitly includes the video stimuli, by assuming that the original video is already optimal in its strength of stimulus; 2) Let , which forces all frames to have equalized target stimuli, where is included into the normalization term in (6) . The former choice is more suitable for professionally produced videos by experts (e.g., broadcasted videos) but fails in controlling visual stimuli in unedited videos (e.g., surveillance videos with sparse activities). In order to include video stimuli explicitly, we adopt the latter choice.
One major limitation of the criterion in (4) (also in (1) and (3)) is its basic assumption on the linear additivity of information , which does not always hold (e.g., when handling complicated story-telling with strong internal dependency or considering the emotional involvement of the audiences), and thus constraints its applications. Instead of directly summarizing the video based on (4), we propose a resource allocation framework, which takes (4) as the base criterion but introduces the non-linearity by performing a hierarchical summarization, as discussed in the next section.
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK
Our resource-allocation-based framework interprets the summarization problem as finding the optimal allocation of duration resources into video segments, according to various user preferences. We design the whole process using the divide and conquer paradigm ( Fig. 2(a) ). The whole video is first cut into short clips by using a shot-boundary detector. These short clips are then organized into video segments. A sub-summary or local story defines one way to select clips within a segment. Several sub-summaries can be generated from a segment: not only the content, but also the narrative style of the summary can be adapted to user requirements. By tuning the benefit and the cost of sub-summaries, we balance in a natural and personal way the semantics (what is included in the summary) and the narrative (how it is presented to the user) of the summary. The final summary is formed by collecting non-overlapping sub-summaries to maximize the overall benefit, under the user-preferences and duration constraint.
This hierarchical framework also helps to overcome the limitation posed by the linear additivity of information/benefit. Each segment is complete in describing an activity/event. The information/benefits of the segments are supposed to be linearly additive. The video clip is our minimum summarization unit, which means that its frames are handled together. Non-linear accumulation of information among clips is processed with our non-linear local story organization described in Section IV-B. Non-linear accumulation of information within a clip is computed by its benefit as discussed in Section V.
The proposed framework is applicable to any segmented videos with information values for and , independent from the detailed definition and implementations of those two notions. We first discuss the summarization framework by assuming the availability of video segments and information values. Specific methods for video segmentation and information computation will be given along with its application in two use cases in the Section V.
A. Preliminaries
Let the video be cut into clips, with the th clip being . and are the indices of its starting and ending frames. These video clips are grouped into segments. A set of candidate sub-summaries is considered for each segment, from which at most one sub-summary is selected into the resulting summary. We denote the th sub-summary of the th segment as , which is a set of playback speeds for all its clips, i.e.
. is the playback speed assigned to the th clip if the th sub-summary is adopted. The summary is then denoted as . Let be the list of base benefits for all clips in . Our major task is to find the set of sub-summaries that maximizes the total pay-off (7) subject to . We define as the overall length of summary ,
The overall benefit of the whole summary is defined as accumulated benefits of all selected sub-summaries:
with being defined as a function of the user preferences, of the highlighted moments, and of the playback speeds as described in the following.
B. Local Story Organization
One major advantage of the resource allocation framework is that it allows highly personalized story organization, which is achieved via flexible definition of benefits. We define the benefit of a sub-summary as (10) which includes accumulated benefits of selected clips. computes the base benefit of clip at playback speed ,
with (12) being the base benefit of clip . evaluates the extra benefits by satisfying specific preferences: (13) is the extra gain obtained by including the user's favorite object , specified through an interactive interface, , otherwise.
(14) is a parameter to control the strength of emphasizing the favorite object in the summary. We favor a continuous storytelling by defining (15) where is the Kronecker delta function, and is fixed to 0.1 in our experiments. Satisfaction of general production principles is also evaluated through , which takes 1 for normal case and 0.001 for forbidden cases (or a value that is small enough to suppress this case from being selected), to avoid unpleasant visual/story-telling artifacts (e.g., too-short/incomplete local stories). In summary, the current framework supports user preferences on time duration , favorite object and story continuity .
C. Global Story Organization
The global-duration resource is allocated among the available sub-summaries to maximize the aggregated benefit ( (7)). Under strict constraints, the problem needs to rely on heuristic methods or dynamic programming to be solved. However, when relaxation of constraints is allowed, Lagrangian optimization and convex-hull approximation can be considered to split the global optimization problem in a set of simple block-based decision problems [39] , [40] . The convex-hull approximation restricts the eligible summarization options for each sub-summary to the (benefit, cost) points sustaining the upper convex hull of the available (benefit, cost) pairs of the segment. Global optimization is obtained by allocating the available duration Fig. 3 . Lagrangian relaxation and convex-hull approximation are adopted to solve the resource allocation problem, which restrict the eligible summarization options to the convex hulls of benefit-to-cost curves of the segments, where the collection of points from all convex-hulls with a same slope produces one optimal solution under the corresponding summary length.
among the individual segment convex-hulls [41] . This results in a computationally efficient solution that considers a set of candidate sub-summaries with various descriptive levels for each segment. Fig. 3 summarizes the summarization process based on solving a resource allocation problem.
We solve this resource allocation problem by using the Lagrangian relaxation [41] : if is a non-negative Lagrangian multiplier and is the optimal set that maximizes (16) over all possible , then maximizes over all such that . Hence, if solves the unconstrained problem in (16) , then it also provides the optimal solution to the constrained problem in (7), with . Since the contributions to the benefit and cost of all segments are independent and additive, we can write (17) From the curves of with respect to their corresponding summary length , the collection of points maximizing with a same slope produces one unconstrained optimum. Different choices of lead to different summary lengths. If we construct a set of convex hulls from the curves of with respect to , we can use a greedy algorithm to search for the optimum under a given constraint . The approach is depicted in Fig. 3 and explained in details in [40] . In short, for each point in each convex hull, we first compute the forward (incremental) differences in both benefits and summary-lengths. We then sort the points of all convex-hulls in decreasing order of , i.e. of the increment of benefit per unit of length. Given a length constraint , ordered points are accumulated until the summary length gets larger or equal to . Selected points on each convex-hull define the sub-summaries for each segment. (12)) also complies with convex-hull approximation and the greedy algorithm adopted for solving the resource allocation problem. Fig. 4 shows the clip benefit w.r.t. under various and values, so as to analyze the behavior the clip interest defined in (11) in the above optimization process. Fig. 4(a) reveals that the whole curve is convex when , which thus enables various options of playback speeds to appear in the benefit/cost convex hulls. In Fig. 4(b) , we found that the clip with a higher base interest has the same slope value at a slower playback speed. Accordingly, in the above greedy algorithm, slower playback speeds will be first assigned to semantically more important clips in the sense of both high information level and high complexity.
Inclusion of fast-forwarding options significantly increases the number of possible sub-summaries. Compared to [36] , [37] where naive enumeration of all combinations in a segment is adopted, we consider a sub-optimal way to build the convex hulls. Specifically, we consider the possibility to divide a long segment into shorter sub-segments, and build the convex-hull from the convex-hulls of the sub-segments, which provides accurate results when we omit the benefit defined in (13), according to Theorem 4.1. Now we check the terms defined in (13) .
is an extra weight computed individually for each clip, which is dividable into sub-segments.
assigns extra weights when consecutive clips are selected, which could be divided into two cases: consecutive clips within each sub-segment are computed first; then connective clips between different sub-segments are considered along with when merging the sub-segments.
Definition: Let the benefit-length curve of the th segment be . Its convex envelop is defined as , which satisfies • Envelop:
• Convexity: , 
Hence, we have (23) which is contradictory to its convexity. Therefore, all support points in the convex hull must be constructed from support points in the convex hulls and .
V. USE CASES
We focus on two use cases: the summarization of unedited videos captured by fixed cameras (surveillance); and the summarization of produced contents with moving cameras and various shot types (broadcasted sport). Unlike previous methods that considered low-level features only, e.g., motion vectors [22] or frame differences [23] , we consider video tracking and hotspot detection on surveillance videos, and the combination of player tracking with detection of camera motions and various production actions for processing broadcasted soccer videos.
A. Summarization of Surveillance Videos
As video surveillance aims to monitor the activities of objects in the scene, the larger the number of moving objects, the more relevant the scene is expected to be; with equal number of objects, the closer the objects, the slower the playback speed should be. We are thus motivated to link group interactions, defined as stable and continuous spatial proximity between objects, to the adaptive fast-forwarding. Assuming that all objects intend to keep their individual moving status as long as possible [42] , group interactions also provide cues to locate spatial-temporal hot-spot events, which facilitates the clip division and video segmentation as well as assignment of clip benefits. We detect group interactions from trajectories extracted by video tracking.
Let us denote the object on the th trajectory at the th frame with . is for the availability of a trajectory, which takes 1 when it appears in the present frame and takes 0 otherwise. is its position. At the th frame, we group all moving objects as . We assume that the movement of each object is driven by the intention to interact with other objects, and define his interest in interacting with an object at position as a velocity-dependent function shown in Fig. 5(a) . The group interaction is then defined as the behavior of multiple objects motivated by unidirectional/mutual interests, and is modelled by a directed graph, with the edges being the mutual interests, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . For objects having no high interests on other objects, we simply let it focus Fig. 5 . Continuous spatial proximity among moving objects is extracted as group interactions. a) When moving faster, an object gets preferred directions of interaction; b) We model the mutual interest among multiple objects with a graph, and extract the units of interacting objects by finding the maximum weight spanning tree.
on a virtual object with fixed interest . Limiting each object to mainly focus on only one target object, we solve the object grouping in each frame by finding the spanning tree of this graph with the maximum interests. Inspired by online object tracking, we obtain group interactions in three steps: Grouping objects into unit interactions at each frame; temporal association of unit interactions; and refinement of detected interactions by post-smoothing [43] .
Let be the index of the group interaction that belongs to and if is not joining any interaction. At the th frame, we form a L-dimensional vector for all the L trajectories , where is the overall interest it receives from all interacting neighbors , .
We cut the video into short clips at the boundaries of group interactions, and then group clips containing the same interactions as a segment. The two kinds of information in the th frame are defined as (25) (26)
B. Summarization of Broadcasted Soccer Videos
We divide the soccer video into clips, according to the detected production actions, such as position of replays, shot-boundaries and view types. Instead of using (complex) semantic scene analysis tools, we segment the video based on the monitoring of production actions by analysing the view-structure [37] : We detect replays from producer-specific logos [44] , extract shot-boundaries with a detector proposed in [45] to better deal with smooth transitions, and recognize the view-type by using the method in [21] . As in [36] , we automatically locate hot-spots by analyzing audio signals [46] , whose (change of) intensity is correlated to the semantic importance of each video segment. We consider the average information associated to still contents and that associated to scene changing evaluated on the clip level. Accordingly, we compute the approximated form of clip benefit in (12), (27) Beyond a chronological and complete (using far views) presentation of the game, the professionals also attempt to involve the audience emotionally by highlighting the dominant player with close-up views and emphasizing the most exciting moment with replays [47] . The benefit of each frame within each segment is thus evaluated from its relevance to the game and its level of emotional involvement . The frame information is computed as (28) We use the above fixed weight to favor game related contents in the summary. In practice, it is very complicated to define the and metrics. This could for example be done by identifying the dominant player from a set of consecutive close-up views or by confirming the replay to its corresponding far-view clips taken at different camera positions. Instead, we consider an heuristic approach that roughly distributes the importance of detected hot-spots into the clips in a segment based on the general production rules: The dominant player is usually the last to be presented before an important action, but the first to be shown after an action; The close-up views and replays are usually inserted right after an important action, which suggests that the closer a far view is to the close-up view or the replay clip, the more relevant it is [47] . Hence, we define and by propagating the significance of the detected hot-spot event according to the view type structure of the segment, as depicted in Fig. 6 . The decaying process was modelled by using the hyperbolic tangent function, because it is bounded and is integrable, thus simplifying the computation of . Since our allocation of resources directly depends on the proposed model, our experimental results tend to confirm the relevance of the adopted model indirectly via the subjective assessment of users satisfaction about the generated summaries. Note that if a more accurate model was developed regarding the emotional and game interest of a video, e.g., based on the affective computing literature [48] , [49] , it would be straightforward to integrate it within the framework, as long as the model assigns benefits in a way that is additive over video segments (i.e. the benefit associated to a segment is independent from other segments).
Information associated to scene changing is defined on the fluctuation of the camera view or the diversified movement of multiple players. Given a clip, the fluctuation of its camera view is evaluated by the average standard deviation of the motion vectors in the clip, while the complexity of diversified player movements is defined as the average standard deviation of players' moving speeds in the clip. As shown in Fig. 7 , the average information is then defined as a weighted sum of the above two terms, far view otherwise (29) which is normalized to [0 1] for far-view and non-far-view clips independently. Using the standard deviation avoids the need of Fig. 6 . The base benefit of a clip is evaluated from the game relevance and emotional level, defined as functions of clip view-types. The decaying process is modelled by hyperbolic tangent function. are starting times of game play, hero scene, and replay in the th segment, respectively. Fig. 7 . We evaluate the average stimulus in a far-view clip by estimating information associated to scene activity from camera motion and player motion, which are computed on average motion vector in the grassland region and tracked player positions.
accurate compensation of player speed with respect to camera motions.
We only allow normal speed for a replay clip in local story organization. If time resources to render a replay are available, we present the action in the clearest way.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
We use a broadcasted soccer video and two surveillance videos to validate the performance of our framework. The soccer video is 3 hours long with a list of 50 automatically extracted audio hot-spots. The two surveillance videos include a 7-minute indoor surveillance video from the JAIST dataset [50] and a 14-minute outdoor surveillance video from the Behave dataset [51] , both with various group activities between multiple persons. Seven different speed options, i.e. 1 , 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 10 , and (for content truncation 1 ), are enabled in the current implementation, so as to provide comparative flexibility in fast-forwarding control to those methods with continuous playback speeds. Here, stands for the times of the normal playback speed. In the multi-view JAIST dataset, we performed conventional tracking after detection methods and achieved accurate ( 95%) tracking results [52] , [53] . Detailed quantitative results and demo videos can be found in [54] . In the single view Behave dataset, we use the trajectories provided by the dataset, where many conventional tracking methods are also available [55] . The proposed framework aims at focusing on summarization with adaptive fast-forwarding and semantically relevant and personalized story telling. Its performance is explored through a comparative analysis with state of the art methods. Especially, we compared the behaviour of our proposed method to three methods, i.e. Peker et al. [22] , Höferlin et al. [23] and Naive fast-forwarding.
Peker et al. [22] achieve adaptive fast-forwarding via constant activity sub-sampling (30) where the complexity of activity is measured by average motion vector magnitude. We estimated the motion vector by the Horn-Schunck method as originally applied by Peker et al., and used the implementation in OpenCV.
Höferlin et al. [23] determine the activity level by computing the alpha-divergence between the luminance difference of two consecutive frames and the estimated noise model. A bigger divergence value stands for a larger distance between the current frame difference and those caused by the background noise. The adjusted sampling interval is then set to be linearly proportional to the activity level. We learnt the noise model from several training clips of background scenes without moving foreground objects and camera motions. Alpha was set to 1, which results in the Kullback-Leibler divergence and was most discussed in [23] .
Naive fast-forwarding simply assigns a uniform playback speeds to all frames.
We only provide representative results directly related to the summarization performance here. The corresponding videos and additional experimental results are available in the supplemental materials associated to this paper [56] .
B. Behavior of the Proposed Method
In Fig. 8 , we compared convex-hulls of sub-summaries from exhaustive combination and our approximated computation on two long segments with multiple clips. When computing the convex-hull for a segment with clips (where each clip could take different speeds), we have different combinations in exhaustive enumeration. If we divide the long segment into short sub-segments of clips, we only need times of enumerations.
is the average number of support points in a convex-hull, which empirically is around 20 when . The approximated computation provided the same convex hull as the exhaustive combination, with significantly less tested combinations, which is used in the following experiments.
Lagrangian relaxation provides optimal solutions when the generated summary duration is equal to the user-imposed duration constraint [40] . We evaluate the potential sub-opti- mality induced by Lagrangian relaxation by investigating the difference between the length of the resultant summary to its target duration, i.e. , in Fig. 9 (a) (averaged over different values). Since the durations of the summaries generated based on convex-hull operating points are close to the constraint (with averaged difference around 1 s), the sub-optimality is negligible.
Since meta-data collection can be performed off-line as preprocessing, we mainly discuss the computation cost in producing the summary, which is more relevant in online summarization service of pre-recorded videos. Fig. 9(b) shows ), the overall computational time almost doubles when one playback option is added ( Fig. 9(a) ), i.e. the approximated computation successfully linearized the computation between short segments. The computation of normalized inverse linear proportion in [22] and [23] 0.03 ms. Averaged after 20 trials). Although slower, the proposed method can still be regarded as real-time responsive, if the viewers can get the generated summary in 1 2 seconds after inputting their preferences, according to the limits of response times found in usability engineering [57] . Note that the computation can be further accelerated by parallel optimization of the local story organization in different segments, which is a straightforward extension in our divide and conquer framework.
C. Objective Evaluation
The summaries for objective evaluation are generated from the whole videos of both the JAIST and Behave Datasets and the period of 1020 s-2030 s in the soccer video, by varying the compaction ratio (defined as ) from 2 to 20. We denote the set of ground truth events as . Each event has three elements, , corresponding to its type, temporal period and related member objects. Let be the importance value of the th event. The ground-truth includes 27 events for the soccer video, 51 events for the JAIST video and 52 events for the Behave video, which are classified into four tiers according to their relative importance (Table II) . We compare the above methods with multiple objective criteria for investigating the following behaviours:
1) Adaptive Fast-Forwarding for Semantic Event Browsing: Given the summary , we define the first criterion as the normalized information density of its frames (31) which is plotted in Fig. 10(a) .
determines whether the th event occurs at the th frame.
otherwise.
(32)
Both [22] and [23] obtain low values, which suggests that they failed to correctly measure the intensity of scene activities or the importance of the events. In the soccer video, grasslands in the far view lead to motion vectors of lower magnitude and less noticeable frame differences. Since the events are annotated on far-view clips, the fact that [22] and [23] have even lower values than the naive fast-forwarding suggests that more time resources are allocated to close-up views, 2 although close-up views are reported to tolerate higher playback speeds than far-views in the subjective tests presented in Fig. 11 . For surveillance videos without camera motions, both the optical flow and the alpha divergence become less sensitive in reflecting the activities in the scene. In contrast, our method achieves higher values than other methods, which shows that the proposed method is more semantically relevant to the annotated events, by assigning slower playback speeds to clips with both higher event importance and scene activities.
2) Adaptive Fast-Forwarding for Visually Comfortable Summarization: A comfort summary need to be played back slowly enough (supported by the subjective tests presented in Section VI-D), and the speeds should vary gradually so as to avoid annoying flickering. The comfort is evaluated by both the average playback speed and the fluctuation level of playback speeds between consecutive frames . We consider the non-truncated content, i.e. sub-sequence , and define as (33) (34) which are shown in Fig. 10(b), (c) . When the length of target summary changes, playback speeds of different clips in [22] and [23] maintain the same ratio. Accordingly, under a high compaction ratio, all clips will be rendered with intolerable speeds. Furthermore, the high fluctuation level in [22] and [23] stands for frequent and severe playback speed changes in the summary. In contrast, our proposed method is able to maintain a lower playback speed by truncating the less important contents and has much lower fluctuation level because of clip-based summarization.
3) Adaptive Fast-Forwarding for Narrative Story Organization: Compared to the linear playback speed control in [22] and [23] , our framework allows flexible personalization of story organization by tuning the time duration and the controlling parameters ( (6)). We can suppress redundant contents in the replays for higher compaction, consider story continuity, and remove very short clips to avoid flickering. Our framework can further satisfy the user preferences on favorite objects/events. We define as the normalized density of information related to a specified object in the summary (35) and plot of the summaries of the JAIST video under various values ( (14)) and compaction ratio 8 in Fig. 10(d) . determines whether object is involved in the th event at the th frame.
When an object is specified, higher weights will be assigned to its related clips, by results in a larger value.
D. Subjective Evaluation
The purpose of our subjective evaluation test is not limited to comparing the performances of the methods, but also to ex- plore possible future improvements through detailed inspection of unnatural story/visual artifacts in the summarization results. Accordingly, we have designed and performed three subjective tests to collect the related opinions of the audiences.
1) The first subjective evaluation evaluates the suitable playback speeds (Fig. 11 ). 25 participants (including 11 females and 14 male, age from 20-40) were asked to specify their highest tolerable playback speed, comfortable playback speeds and the most comfortable playback speed when presented five groups of video samples from both broadcasted soccer videos and surveillance videos with various playback speeds. For the soccer video, the highest tolerable speed for far views is lower than that of the close-up views. We consider this as a result that understanding far-view need attentional perception to follow the players. For surveillance video, it could tolerate even higher speed, mainly because the fixed camera view makes the selective perception much easier. Most participants cannot tolerate a speed over 4 (i.e. 6FPS in a 25FPS video), which coincides with the observations in previous researches that perception on higher-order motion, word recognition, acceleration/direction change will require a playback speed around or even below 8 FPS [31] . In both cases, audiences still feel comfortable in faster playback speeds, which is the base of adaptive fast-forwarding. As for the most comfortable speed, most audiences prefer the original speed selected and produced by experts in the soccer video. For surveillance video, audiences prefer a faster playback speed (2 or 4 ), due to low stimuli in the original video.
2) The second subjective test collects the global impression of audiences in comparatively evaluating the generated summaries. We asked 23 participants (including 10 females and 13 males, age from 20-40) to give their opinions on the preferred result when presented a group of three summaries generated by the methods under analysis (in random order) for completeness, comfort, and effectiveness of time allocation. We plot the results of evaluating six-groups of summaries from three source videos under two different compaction ratios (i.e. 8 and 4) along with the questions in Fig. 12 . Besides the overall conclusion that our method performs the best especially under the high compaction ratio (8), we observed that: a) Our method outperforms the other two methods in generating complete summaries for highly compact summarization (8) , which supports our idea of introducing content truncation to save time resources for presenting key events in a clearer way. With the lowering of the compaction ratio, the average playback speed becomes tolerable or even comfortable, where the viewers could realize the existence of truncated contents and assign a lower completeness value to our method, which is considered to be the reason why [22] outperforms our method in summarizing the Behave dataset under compaction ratio 4. b) Our method produces more comfortable summaries from the broadcasted soccer video, where both 8 and 4 are too high for an adaptive fast-forwarding method to produce a comfortable video without truncating some contents. In order to slow down a key event, we have to raise the playback speed of other contents to a much higher level in exchange for the equivalent time resource, which results in flickering and lowers the visual comfort of the summary. Our method also outperforms the other two methods in summarizing the JAIST video, where the close and dense group activities in the scene make the evaluation easier. The difference is less obvious in the Behave dataset due to two major reasons: i) The activities in the video are sparse and simpler; ii) We did not tell the viewers our definition of key-events in order to avoid a biased evaluation towards group-interaction events. The Behave dataset recorded some movements of cars, bicycles and irrelevant pedestrians without providing the corresponding trajectories, which might have distracted the viewers' attentions. c) Our method is evaluated to be the most effective in allocating playback speeds for presenting the actions of interest, especially under a high compaction ratio. d) Although [23] was a recent method proposed for summarizing surveillance videos, it fails to outperform [22] , especially in summarizing the Behave dataset, mainly due to the difficulty in learning the noise model. Although we have prepared neat training video clips for noise estimation which include no foreground activities and are close to the testing video in terms of lighting conditions, both the noise in the JAIST dataset captured indoor with full HD cameras or the insignificant foreground activities in the Behave dataset captured from a far viewpoint through the window could cause a large bias to the alpha-divergence.
3) The third subjective evaluation is based on a detailed inspection of the generated summaries. Each viewer is asked to point and click via an interface to any kind of visual or story-telling artifacts. The timestamp of clicking is automatically recorded by the tool. We do not ask viewers to input detailed comments after each clicking, because interruption during video playing might distract viewers from focusing on the story evolving in the summary, which should especially be avoided for better evaluating the optimal fast-forwarding speed. As a consequence, we have to find out the reason behind each clicking by analyzing the aggregation of clickings, a posteriori. We estimate the density of clickings at each video time by using the Parzenwindow function to compensate the delay between the occurrence of story artifacts and the corresponding clicking, where a rectangular window of width 2 seconds is applied to the left side of each clicking. Note that the proposed resource allocation framework does not depend on user clicking for adaptive fast-forwarding (and video skipping). We collect data from 16 participants (including 5 females and 11 males, age from 20-40) and plot them in Fig. 13 . In each sub-figure, we present the view-structure and the allocated playback speed of the generated summary on the top with the vertical bars for pointing out the positions of content truncations. In the bottom, we give the number of viewers who sensed an artifact at each moment.
As an overall evaluation, there is only one artifact that received the recognition of more than half of all viewers in all the three tested summaries, which partially proves that the proposed method could provide visually comfortable summaries to satisfy most of the audiences. cluding 225 s in the soccer video and 92 s in the Behave video. We have the following observations: a) The viewers are more sensitive to high playback speed than to content truncation, given the fact that most of the above artifacts are related to high playback speeds. We are not surprised with the result, because the playback speed in those artifacts is higher than the comfortable speed revealed in our preliminary subjective evaluation in Fig. 11 . However, this suggests that content truncation could provide more comfortable summaries than fast-forwarding with a over-fast playback speed, which reinforce our conviction that hybrid summarization with both content truncation and fast-forwarding is the path to follow in the future. In a real application, we could remove these artifacts by limiting the playback speed options within the tolerable range. b) We notice that clips of high playback speeds usually gather around content truncations. Important clips usually locate in the middle of a segment with neighboring clips, which is intentionally designed to assure the continuity and completeness of story-telling. We intend to suppress those artifacts in Group 1 by truncating the clips with over-fast playback speeds, and inserting a fixed length transition clip to help the audiences to reorient themselves after truncation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a framework for producing personalized summaries that enables both content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding. We regard adaptive fast-forwarding as a process to tune the stimuli during the information transferring in video browsing, which is important to generate visually comfortable summaries. The limitation of visual perception on the maximum tolerable playback speeds motivated us to consider the hybrid of content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding to reach a better balance between temporal compression ratio and comfort. Instead of a rigid determination of the fast-forwarding speed, we efficiently select the optimal combination from candidate summaries, which is solved efficiently as a resource-allocation problem. Subjective experiments demonstrate the proposed system by evaluating summaries from both surveillance videos and broadcasted soccer videos.
The proposed framework has the following advantages: 1) higher temporal compression is achievable by increasing the playback speeds to host more content while preserving storytelling continuity; 2) both semantic relevance and visual comfort of the summary are considered by including information associated to still content and scene activity; 3) playback speeds are maintained under a tolerable level by naturally including content truncation in the adaptive fast-forwarding framework; 4) flexible personalization of story-telling is allowed by enabling non-linear story organization in a hierarchical summarization process.
The subjective tests also highlight the direction of further improvements. The audiences could feel comfortable under a faster playback speed, which supports our fast-forwarding based summarization. A too-fast playback speed is found to be even more annoying than content truncation, which drives us to further extend our hybrid method of content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding. Both information associated to the still contents and scene activity are important in producing a semantically relevant and visually comfort summary. We will thus consider both types of information in our future work.
